
MAPANURI: 
Be a Critical 

Thinker



1.Kindly change your name to:

ORG_NAME (e.g. AHA! BD_Juan Dela Cruz)

2. Always show respect. This is a safe space.
3. Unmute only when you are speaking.
4. Press Zoom’s Raise Hand button if you want to speak. When called, kindly 
unmute yourself and answer

House Rules



Build 
Awareness

Educate Thought 
Leadership

Building a global 
community of
responsible digital 
citizens



v

Build 
Awareness

Learning Modules

Global Resource

Educate Thought 
Leadership

Program Partners

Workshops & Trainings

Steering Committee

Digital Voices



Build
Awareness

Learning 
Modules Resources

Digitaltayo.fb.com



In collaboration with

Community of Partners 
and Trainers



Digital Citizen

A Digital Citizen is a person who confidently uses digital 

technologies to understand information online and interact 

positively with others.



How to be a responsible Digital User?
CREATE A SAFE ONLINE ENVIRONMENT

MAINGAT:
Your Digital 
Footprint

MAGALANG: 
You as a Digital 

Citizen

MAPANURI: 
You as a Critical 

Thinker



Spotting false 
news

MAPANURI: Be a Critical Thinker

Acting on false 
news

Types of 
information



Name:

PRE-TEST LEARN CODE:
<insert here> 

1. Open Facebook Messenger.
2. Type “Digital Tayo” in the 

search bar.

3. Click “Digital Tayo”.

4. Answer the questions.



TYPES OF INFORMATION

Opinion False InformationFact



Things that happened 
or can be proven.

“This is an apple.”

Fact



Interpretation of a person of 
a certain thing and this can't 

be proven.

“This is the most delicious 
apple in Metro Manila.”

Opinion



FALSE 
NEWS



Manner of 
Presentation



News



Information about 
Products and 

Advertisements



Government

Public Service

Community Notices

Public Notices



Why is there a 
need to publish or 
share information?



Let's get to know 
John.



John just recently joined Facebook 
and we are going to help him.



John is having difficulty in identifying 
the different types of information 
online. 
This is our chance to help him.



Objective:

Check the information shared 
in John's page.



Instructions
Click the emoji react that corresponds to the type of 

information you think is being showed.

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



EXAMPLE!
What information is posted if the intention is to report or 

share information to inform decision-making?



Type of Information

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



Answer:

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



QUESTION 1

What type of information is 
posted to share personal 

experiences and opinions?



Type of Information

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



Answer:

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



QUESTION 2

What type of information is 
shared if the intention is to 

humor?



Type of Information

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



Answer:

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



Reminder:
If the agenda is to humor, be careful and 

don't interpret literally.



QUESTION 3

What is the type of post that 
aims to sell a product?



Type of Information

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



Answer:

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



How to verify if products are real?

Find and read reviews

Ask for Proof of Payment

Ask for the source of the products 
and other details

Check for alternative stores



QUESTION 4

What type of information is 
posted when the intention is 

both to humor and share 
opinions?



Type of Information

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



Answer:

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



To identify satire

A problem is identified: The author 
discusses a social problem based on 

her/his own view (opinion)

Style of Writing:
Funny, Exaggerated, Ironic



QUESTION 5
What is a post that is intended 
to harm or deceive a person?



Type of Information

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



Answer:

NEWS PERSONAL 
POST

GIFS OR 
MEMES ADS FALSE 

NEWS SATIRE



TYPES OF INFORMATION Manner of presentation

Fact/Legitimate News
Truthful ads

False information

Clickbait 
False ads

Edited photos/articles
False news

*Any other false information presented as true

Opinion
Personal post
Gifs/memes

Satire



What are the real-life consequences 
of false news?

?



False news, real life consequences

Damages reputation Deceiving, affects personal 
safety Causes fear or panic



How do you determine if an online 
post is true or not?

?



STOP 
AND 

REFLECT



What 

Who

Why

Stop and Reflect



Is this clickbait?



Are the images 
real?



What is the source 
or where did it 

come from?



What are the 
details?



Can you find this 
information in 

other sites?



Is this clickbait?
Are the images true?
What is the source?

What are the details?
Can you also find this on other sites?

Q: How do you determine if an online 
post is true or not?



How do we know if 
the news article/ 

post is real or false?



TRUE or FALSE?
1. I will flash various things that you can check 

to discern if a news story/post is true.
2. Click the letters that correspond to the items 

that you think should be checked.



How do we know if the news article/ 
post is real or false?

Read the “About 
us” Website 

Section

Domain/ 
Website name

Check the 
picture

Check if the 
post is from a 
close friend



Read the “About 
us” Website 

Section

Domain/ 
Website name

Check the 
picture

Check if the 
post is from a 
close friend

How do we know if the news article/ 
post is real or false?



May mga source na
galing sa mga

kilalang institusyon

Author/manunulat

Shared by a 
group or Page 

you follow

With sources/ 
evidence from 

credible 
institutions

Author
Shared by more 

than 1000 
people

How do we know if the news article/ 
post is real or false?



May mga source na
galing sa mga

kilalang institusyon

Author/manunulat

Shared by a 
group or Page 

you follow

With sources/ 
evidence from 

credible 
institutions

Author
Shared by more 

than 1000 
people

How do we know if the news article/ 
post is real or false?



Date of Article

Spelling error, all 
CAPs, Dramatic 

punctuation
Date of Post

May mga source na
galing sa mga

kilalang institusyon

Author/manunulat

Spelling error, all 
CAPs, dramatic 
punctuations

Date of Post

If article is 
familiar

Date of Article

How do we know if the news article/ 
post is real or false?



Date of Article

Spelling error, all 
CAPs, Dramatic 

punctuation
Date of Post

May mga source na
galing sa mga

kilalang institusyon

Author/manunulat

Spelling error, all 
CAPs, dramatic 
punctuations

Date of Post

If article is 
familiar

Date of Article

How do we know if the news article/ 
post is real or false?
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What to check?



Thank you very much for 
your help! Now I know the 
difference. However, what 

else can I do?



?
How can I help reduce the 

spread of false information?



Check before 
sharing

Read before 
reacting

Pause before 
engaging



Recognize your 
biases

Name your 
feelings



Explore different news 
sources and perspectives

When appropriate, call out 
specifically and respectfully



fb.me/unfriending

http://fb.me/unfriending


…



3. Click I think it
shouldn’t be on Facebook

2. Click Report post

4. Click It’s a false 
news story

…

1. Click       next to 
the post in question

…

5. Check your support 
inbox to know the 

status of your report.



vvvv

Reporting



ACTION IMPLICATION

Unfriending Facebook will no longer send notifications or 
reminders to people you unfriend and they will be 

deleted from your Friends List. 

Unfollowing You will no longer see their posts in your News Feed 
but you are still Friends.

Reporting The post or person will be subjected to Facebook's 
evaluation process.

Blocking Automatically unfriend a person, and s/he will no 
longer see your profile. Likewise. you will no longer see 

his/her profile



Getting assistance 
through the 

Facebook Help 
Center

Links:
www.facebook.com/help/
www.facebook.com/hacked



Spotting false 
news

MAPANURI: Be a Critical Thinker

Acting on false 
news

Types of 
information



Please answer our evaluation form!
Shortened Link

QR CODE



Thank you!
#DIGITALTAYO

POST-TEST LEARN CODE:
<insert here> 


